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Super popular shoes yeezy boost a 350 was launched, will have friends said is very similar to this kind of shoes and Nike running
shoes Roshe run, recently shoes custom Dachang AMAC customs would later modeled, to create a yeezy boost a customized
version of the 350 x Nike Roshe run running shoes. Both full texture knitted upper and signs of splicing toe design, or similar cords of
shoelace, complete transplantation to the Roshe run of the shoe body. It is reported that this shoe only limited production of 25 pairs,
and will be on the AMAC online store, compared to the market price has reached $1000 Yeezy Boost, this is only a need to
customize the shoes $179 dollars may be more valuable.

< p > by Japanese tide Godfather Hiroshi Fujiwara Hiroshi Fujiwara, the chefs fashion brand fragment design. Before continuing with
well-known sports brand Nike of joint cooperation projects launched a fragment design x Nike KD VI Prem elite shoes, the easy shoe
giant Jordan Brand conducted a joint planning, will launch a fragment design x Air Jordan 1 Retro High og joint shoes. It seems that
the recent Godfather Teng Yuan Hao's love of shoes is also a special liking for the 1 generation of high help, mainly in black and
white, the first color of the classic first year, the details of the classic Jumpman and signature style lightning LOGO, dot. But this time
the shoe has not yet disclosed its sale of news, and interested friends may wish to pay more attention to the follow-up of PKPOP yo. 

/>
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, the well-known sports shoe brand the title of "Olympic Cup" Third Quanzhou
Overseas Chinese University Student Basketball League start. Quanzhou tournament by the Department of Education, Sports
Bureau of Quanzhou, Quanzhou Evening News sponsored Peak Group company overall title. A total of 15 universities from the city's
basketball team competition. 
In a brief opening ceremony, the UW men's basketball opener against Germany-based ceramic Vocational and Technical College
men's basketball team. As college basketball won the first two league titles in Quanzhou, China Great team and strength, the



tournament their levels still stand out. Opener match was one-sided, even though Germany-based ceramic college team to be
outdone, tenacious performance, but China brigade was better skill, and ultimately to 77:23 easily beat German ceramics college
teams. 
It is understood that, in order to lay the tournament, each participating basketball teams have sent the strongest team competition,
many teams also advance training and preparation. Organizers expressed the hope that by hosting "Pick Cup" college basketball
league, basketball harbor dreams of providing a platform for students to show the contemporary college students active and healthy
spirit, I hope this contest to become the dissemination of sincere cooperation between all university students in Quanzhou carrier.
(Chinese shoes Network - the most professional and authoritative Footwear News)
Nike recently released a new 2015 Free running shoes. Free 3.0 flyknit, free 4.0 flyknit and free 5.0 pair of running shoes contours
are on the basis of original superior of upgrade, make comfortable foot feeling more unprecedented. Among them, Free 3 Flyknit and
Free 4 Flyknit are made of knitted material body, fully fit athletes feet, while improving the air permeability and comfort. Free sole is
composed of hexagonal groove blessing innovation, has made the response to different terrain becomes more and more do a job
with skill and ease. In addition, free 5.0 in the design of the upper reduce unnecessary level, by the seamless mesh making shoes,
and into the Flywire perfect wrapped feet.
Nike has officially announced the latest French national team jersey. This shirt in the design to white tone, and looming dark striation
pattern represents the classic Marini (re French sailor service, collocation of sideways on the red stripe is composed of elements of
French flag. As for the chest badge continuation of the Brazil world cup design. By 1958 the "Gallic rooster" embroidery highlight the
glorious history of the French, once again become the French sense of national pride, the ultimate embodiment. In addition, this shirt
is still the use of recycled polyester production and, the materials are taken from recycled plastic bottles, coupled with advanced Dri-
FIT, can will sweat from the body absorption to Jersey surface and rapid evaporation, to allow the player to keep the body dry best.
Brand and Tokyo shoes shop Mita sneakers cooperation launched a joint MFL574 shoes < br / > ; this weekend landing new balance
specified shops. "Gradation History" is the first time to reveal the mystery, the use of Balance New classic to do the old tone,
collocation dark blue, black and red and other colors, while the original 574 on the basis of the addition of streamlined seamless
upper and Foam Fresh suction unit. The joint brand logo insole and Mita exclusive mesh pattern is putting the finishing touches on the
limited edition will be on August 22, namely the Saturday landing including sneaker politics, shops, priced at $165 dollars. (Editor:
YOYO)

in addition to aididas, Originals SuperStar another classic 80s Campus is also one of the most called sneakers list of models, with a
simple clean lines and details, to meet all kinds of everyday modeling collocation is no more difficult, high popularity is a natural. 
spring quarter has come, the brand new style also began to release the busy season. Until recently, aiddas originals more exposure
several in the autumn and winter of 2012 quarter campus 80s & quot; OG" pack, which includes Navy, jungle green and more basic
black, with a suede fabric as expansion shoe body, equipped with high contrast white 3-Stripe classical details, is absolutely the
kappa originals not to be missed classic sneakers, interested in starting a friend can login. Official website to buy book, price: 65
pounds. 

; 

source: end.
< br / > ; with the University of the United States Football League kicked off, Nike specifically for the launch called "zero week" series
of apparel products, including the professional level of training shoes free trainer 5.0. The shoes feature is the hexagonal elastic
groove design of the sole, with free 5.0 in the bottom, allowing you to practice better impact protection and natural comfort, most
equipped with lightweight Flywire can stable positioning feet, bringing closely appressed to the feelings. And in terms of color more
to each big colleges and universities badge as the inspiration for the design, very eye-catching, interested friends can now acquired
in official shop in the United States. (Editor: YOYO)

Jordan 

air 1 for the meaning of Sneaker has been far beyond the scope of a pair of shoes, since the birth of the many topics he has derived
has been the focus of our talk. In 2012, the new season of the Jordan Air 1 Mid shoes, the color of the match again came to us, the
four colors are also enough to meet today's discerning crowd, high quality leather material handling of the shoe body, still can make
this pair of historic classic works of quality is not reduced. As today's Sneaker circle of the most active brand, Brand Jordan has
been for us to deduce the legend of the follow-up work, as the legend of the beginning of the Jordan Air 1 is distributed by the charm
is not Sneaker fans can not resist, let us wait for the four pairs of color on the city! 
Source:
[Chinese shoes Network - News] Adidas brand is celebrating its London 2012 Olympic Games official sportswear sponsor, Adidas
has been held "Miadidas Customisers" activities, and commissioned artists with customized training shoes. Recently, the world-
famous shoe designer Nash Money has for this year's Olympic Games successfully designed a digital model of the shoe, this design
is popular at any time in previous years. 

Social Media Shoe (social media shoes) is a pair of red sneakers improvement from AdiPower Barricade can receive Twitter
messages, and display relevant content in the upper trumpet external LCD display. 



There are a lot of athletes during the Olympic Games in London will publish tweets on Twitter, including You Saien ? Bolt, he
published tweets wrote in the final sprint to win the 200 meters after: "Thanks for all the love my fans and believe me people, I must be
a living legend. "

Social Media Shoe man has not only can reply to tweets status of athletes, but also in the game when players send tweets to them. 
Internal 
This shoe is not only built the phone's internal parts, the vamp is still three iconic streak mosaic of LED lights, the user can remotely
control the color change. It can monitor their Twitter, real-time updates of tweets they receive. In addition, disposable protective shell
Samsung Galaxy Tab tablet is used by the Adidas Barricade sneakers made of the material. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
< br / > ; many Hiroshi Fujiwara put this year Tinker Hatfield, the design of the revolutionary classical sock dart shoe money back now,
both the special edition and regular edition, popularity has been high prices. Season brand will bring new holiday series, including
red, white and blue. Three simple lining color, design also to computer knitting technology to produce such as socks shoes, and
equipped with silicone ride replaced traditional lacing design, all the rest of the primeval version of the details is also preserved. This
series will be launched in the end of the year, interested friends pay close attention to. (Editor: YOYO)

< br / > ; in the overthrow of the traditional and flag football shoes after ACE and X, Adidas overwhelmed and ACE15 and x15 two
shoe released a new Eskolaite pack "" do not note series. Designer to natural ore "eskolaite" for inspiration and the silver plating
upper match emerald green sole combination presents, which ACE15 using 3D engineering material and revolutionary control web
technology gives players the ultimate control of the ball, and x15 is through innovation X-SKIN and TECHFIT shoes collar bring super
fit wearing experience. It is reported that the series will be held tomorrow at Adidas designated retailers and adidas.com limited sale,
if the first wave of the release of black / yellow color slightly ordinary words, then the two pairs of "Eskolaite" color certain will let you
become the focus on the pitch! (Editor: YOYO)
< p > we have more than refer to 2012 sneaker circle will be many known as "Joe 4 years", this is absolutely not a talk in generalities
and see which is less than half the time to add on the 9th of this month listing sale of white and blue color, we have seen a paragraph
3 that we can't refuse the AJ 4, and in August we will also usher in a color and a highly gimmick, such as no accident the offer price
will still be around us $160. This year AJ 4 Mars Retro for the introduction of the color, only to cancel the head of the shoe body, and
the home match colors of the shoes will make a group of fans excited, recently, a group of further details about the shoes on the
Internet, let us wait for the arrival of August, to enjoy the beautiful "4 years"! 
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